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PREFACE 

 
• LABI College has established as its standard for the writing  of all term papers, 

research papers, theses and dissertations the following sources: Kate L. Turabian, 

A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations, 6th ed. Rev. by 

John Grossman and Alice Bennett (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996) 

and the Society of Biblical Literature Hand Book of Style  edited by Patrick 

Alexander, John Kutsko, and James Ernest, et. al. (Mass: Hendrickson, 2006). 

• This Writing Supplement will assist the student in the writing of research papers.  

• Even though this Writing Supplement offers the basics for the typical paper, the 

student should consult A Manual for Writers throughout the writing process. 

• This Writing Supplement is not intended to address the particular needs of every 

kind of term paper, or otherwise, of every single course in the LABI College. 

Always consult the Turabian book, course syllabus and professor for the specific 

requirements of required papers. 
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I. STARTING YOUR RESEARCH PAPER 
1. Prayerfully select a general topic that interests you. 
2. Consult instructor and/or course syllabus concerning approved 

research or term topics. 
3. Identify a particular issue or problem within your overall topic that will 

provide a focal point for your study. In other words, narrow the scope of 
investigation for your paper. One or more summary articles pertaining to 
your topic in a Bible dictionary, Bible encyclopedia or other theological or 
historical texts may help you decide how to limit the field of your study. 

4. Examine the primary sources as soon as you have identified them. For a 
biblical topic this means using first the Bible and then other ancient 
literature. For theological topics, the writings and theologies of 
Christian leaders throughout church history may be considered. 

5. Read secondary literature such as articles in biblical and theological 
reference works. Study one or more other volumes which treat your 
topic, or a closely related topic, from different perspectives. 

6. Form an outline with subdivisions (see Turabian, 2.73). 
7. Start an initial draft as soon as some ideas begin to form. Further 

insight and direction often come in this way. Consider sharing this 
with your professor. 

 

II. SOURCES FOR YOUR RESEARCH PAPER 

1. Kinds of Sources 

a. Primary sources (i.e., “original ideas of a person”: 
• the biblical text 
• other ancient literature and theological writings. 

b. Secondary sources [i.e., “subsequent thoughts on the original idea 
of the person”]: 

Examples: 
• commentaries 
• historical background sources 
• word studies 
• books 
• journal articles 
• electronic documents 
• other sources suggested in a bibliography in the course syllabus or 

orally in class, but ordinarily NOT to include class notes. 
 

2. Quantity of Primary & Secondary Sources 

In writing research papers, students are expected to support all their 
statements through careful argument and citation of appropriate 
primary (i.e., biblical or other ancient texts) and secondary sources 
from the most recent and rigorous scholarly literature. It is 
recommended that the average research paper contain 1-2 primary 
resources per page and a corresponding number of secondary 
sources. Start with the biblical text before using commentaries. 
Beyond this, consult the syllabus or instructor. 

3. Style for Citing Sources 

• Kate L. Turabian, A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and 
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Dissertations, 6th ed., rev. John Grossman and Alice Bennett 

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996).  

4. Plagiarism 

Plagiarism is using the intellectual property of others without proper 

citation, giving the impression that it is the student’s own work. Note that 

any time you download text from the Internet or any electronic document 

you risk committing plagiarism. “Any time you download text from the 

Internet, you risk committing plagiarism.” Follow the following 

guidelines to avoid the possibility of plagiarism: 

• Do not simply cut and paste blocks of downloaded text into your paper; 

summarize or paraphrase this material first (although either way 

requires citation). 

• If you record the exact words of your source, enclose them in quotation 

marks. 

• Always cite the text that is quoted verbatim, as well as the thoughts and ideas 

of others, which you paraphrase. 

 

Students area on their honor to complete assignments with integrity. This 

means that all written assignments are to reflect the student’s own work 

and to be submitted for credit only in this course. Where other secondary 

sources are used, appropriate dependence with the proper use of 

footnotes must be adhered to. Relative to the entire course of study, it 

must be assumed that cheating and plagiarism are sins contrary to God’s 

laws and the mission of LABI College. 

 

Failure to follow at least the above, simple guidelines, results in 

plagiarism. If materials are used, especially verbatim, without being 

attributed to their source, it is plagiarism. Plagiarism is a spiritual matter 

of character and integrity. Be aware that if assignments are discovered to 

contain plagiarized materials the assignment will be failed and ordinarily 

the course as well. See the LABI College Academic Catalogue for further 

detail on LABI’s plagiarism policy. 
 

III. WRITING AND TYPING YOUR RESEARCH PAPER 

1. God's Guidance 

Your research and writing are a means to glorify God. Seek 

constantly the guidance of the Holy Spirit for relevance and spiritual 

illumination with respect to the research and writing process. 
 

2. Format  

a. Font – 12 pt. Times New Roman 

b. Margins – left, top, bottom, right: 1” 

c. Double spaced [except for block quotations] 

d. Title page [as also noted in the SBL example] 
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e. Table of contents [papers over 5000 words 
(20 pages) or upon professor’s/instructor’s 
stated request] 

f. Introduction (normally including thesis statement) 

g. Body of the paper 

h. Footnotes 

i. Bibliography (normally a listing of works cited) 

3. Development of topic 
a. Be very careful and logical in the development of your ideas 

in body of your paper. 

b. In your introduction, state the purpose clearly (a clearly 
definable thesis statement) in statement form Also give a 
general statement of method, i.e., of how you intend to handle 
the issue or problem. The introduction should stimulate the 
reader's interest in the subject. The body of the paper should 
consist of supporting arguments, proving the validity of the 
thesis statement. This includes countering real or anticipated 
criticism of opposing arguments. 

c. In the body of your paper, develop your topic logically and 
make sure that one point builds upon another or comes in a 
proper sequence of thought. 

 

d. Stay with one main subject in a given paragraph, unless a 
parenthetical idea is interjected for some reason. 

e. In writing up the results of your study, constantly ask yourself 
how the ideas in your paper relate to the main topic and the 
outline. Delete extraneous and unnecessary material from 
your text. In certain instances, it may be appropriate to include 
tangential material in a footnote or endnote. 

f. If possible, indicate the relevance of your findings and any 
pertinent application for the contemporary church and/or 
world. 

g. Provide a conclusion to your paper in which you summarize 
your findings and/or provide an answer to the problem which 
you have raised. Do not go beyond your accumulated 
evidence. On the other hand, do not underrate what you have 
been able to present. The conclusion may be a section, a 
paragraph, or a shorter statement, depending on the length of 
your paper. But it should be your own conclusion, in your 
own words, not a quotation from another source. 

4. Citation and documentation of sources 

a. Your paper should demonstrate a balanced, proper and 
thoughtful use of primary and secondary sources. Avoid the 
extremes of an arrogant independence or a slavish 
dependence upon the works of others. 

b. All information in your paper which is not common 
knowledge or has not been discovered by yourself personally 
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should be carefully documented, so that it is clear to the 
reader(s) what the source is at each point.  Always give 
biblical references to substantiate ideas drawn from the Bible 
or non-canonical biblical literature such as the Apocrypha. If 
useful, a pertinent phrase or clause from the biblical text 
should be quoted in your discussion. NOTE: Beware of taking 
up space with long or too many biblical quotations. Be 
selective in your use of biblical quotations. 

c. On significant debatable points a variety of scholarly options 
should be presented in your research, with preference given 
to firsthand citations on particular positions. For example, it 
is better to cite Lightfoot as saying . . . rather than to cite 
Bruce as saying that Lightfoot says . . . . In controversial 
matters you should attempt to show why one (or more) of the 
various viewpoints is (are) preferable. 

d. It is important that you interact with major commentaries and 
other secondary sources at crucial points in your argument. 
Some variety of viewpoint should be reflected in your 
selection of secondary sources. It is often appropriate to refer 
in the text of your paper to the author whom you are citing, 
not simply in the endnotes. 

5. Revision before final typing 

Revise your first draft. Eliminate unclear statements, poor sentence 

structure, misspelled words, faulty punctuation, etc. 

6. Checking the final typed paper 

Check the typed paper for errors—proofread it yourself. Use your 

word processor’s spell check. You the student, not the typist, are 

considered to be responsible for all errors when the paper is handed 

in. You may make final minor corrections neatly in handwriting. 
 

IV. PRACTICAL HELPS 
 

1. Capitalization and Spelling Guide (see Turabian, 4.1-28) 
 

accommodate (two m's, two c's) effect (noun: the result); see “affect” 

affect (verb: to influence; never a noun); see “effect” envelop (verb: to influence; never a noun) 

altar (place of worship) envelope (noun) 

alter (to change) Exodus, the (from Egypt, the event) 

amillennial faith, the (Christianity) 

announce (three n's) Fall, the 

anoint (one n after the a) fall of man 

anti-Christian fatherhood of God (God, the Father) 

apostasy (not "-cy") Fathers, the (church leaders) 

apostle Paul, Peter, etc. Flood, the 

apostolic faith forebear (noun: ancestor) 

apparent forbear (verb: to hold back, refrain) 

argument (no e after the u) fulfill 
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Ascension, the genealogy (a not o, before the l) 

authoritative godly, godlike 

baptism Golden Rule, the 

Beast, the (the Antichrist) Gospel of Matthew, synoptic Gospels 

biblical gospel, the (the Good News) 

Book of Romans, etc. Great Commission, the 

Bread of Life (Bible or Christ) heaven 

brethren (not "-ern") heavenly Father 

canon Holy Communion 

capital (capitol—only the building) Holy Place (in tabernacle or temple) 

Charismatic hypocrisy 

Church, the (the Body of Christ, universal Church) intercede 

church, a local (the early church) Isaiah 

cite (to quote; not "sight") Israel (not "-eal") 

Creation, the its (possessive pronoun) 

Crucifixion, the it's (contraction of it is) 

crucifixion of Christ Judaizer 

definite judges, the 

deity (not "diety") judgment (American spelling: no e after the g) 

dependent (three e's) koinonia 

descendant (a person) Last Judgment, the 

develop (no e at the end) law (as opposed to grace) 

devil, the (Satan) Law, the (OT division) 

disciple millennial kingdom 

Dispersion, the Millennium, the (two l's, 2 n's) 

divine (not devine) ministries (no e after the t) 
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necessary sacrilegious (note difference from "religious") 

Nineveh (not "Niniveh") Satan 

northern kingdom, the Savior (not British Saviour) 

occurrence scriptural 

occurring (2 c's, 2 r's) Scripture(s), the 

Parousia, the Semitic (not "semetic") 

Passover separate (not "seperate") 

pastoral Epistles shekinah 

Pentecost, Pentecostal siege, besiege 

Pentecostalism similar (not " iar") 

perseverance suggestion 

precipitate stubbornness (2 b's, 2 n's) 

Pharaoh (“a” before “o” after the “r”) temple, the (at Jerusalem) 

plagiarism Ten Commandments (but the first, second commandment) 

possession their (possessive pronoun: belonging to them) 

precede (to go before) there (adverb: at that place) 

proceed (to come from or to go on) they're (contraction: they are) 

prevalent truly (no e) 

principal (adjective: chief or main; noun: the head of a school) Twelve, the (the apostles) 

principle (noun: rule or method) twelve apostles, the 

privilege (no "d" in the word) unchristian 

prophesy (verb: to prophesy) vassal (not "-sel") 

prophecy (noun: a prophesy) Westminster (no “i” after the n) 

quantity (two t's) Word, the 

receive (i before e except after c, and in such words as "neighbor & 

weigh") 

Yahweh (YHWH) 

resemblance your (possessive pronoun: belonging to you) 

resurrection (one s) you're (contraction: you are) 

reverence (not " ance")  

 

2. References to Deity 

• All personal pronouns referring to God, Jesus, or the Holy Spirit should be capitalized 

unless these appear as part of a direct quotation from Scripture. 

• Capitalize all nouns and adjectives used to designate God, Jesus, or the Holy Spirit. 

• For example: the Almighty, the Comforter, the Spirit. But use lower-case when the 

adjective is only a modifier, as in: the living Christ, the eternal God. 

3. Numbers  

a. The general rule is to spell out all numbers through one hundred and any 

of the whole numbers followed by hundred, thousand, hundred thousand, 

million, and so on. For all other numbers, numerals are used. 

At that time the combined population of the three districts was less than 

four million. There are 514 seniors in the graduating class. 
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b. The general rule applies to ordinal as well as cardinal numbers: On the 

122d and 123d days of his recovery, he received his eighteenth and nineteenth 

letters from home. 

Note that the preferred numeral form of the ordinals second and third adds 

d alone (i.e., 2d, 3d), not nd and rd (i.e., 2nd, 3rd). (Turabian, 2.30) 

c. Numbers may be spelled out when they are capitalized as proper 

nouns or adjectives. Examples: The Seventy returned; the 

Twenty-third Psalm. 

d. Spell out a number that begins a sentence or else recast the sentence to 

begin with another word. 

e. Except when A.M. or P.M. is used, time of day should be spelled out 

in text matter. Never add in the morning after A.M. or in the evening 

after P.M., and never use o’clock with either A.M. or P.M. or with 

numerals (Turabian, 2.57): 

The train was scheduled to arrive at 7:10 A.M. 

The meeting was called for eight o’clock in the evening. 

4. Capitalization in headings  

• For the titles of all major divisions of the research paper, capitalize all 

letters (Turabian, 1.16; 14.19): PREFACE; CONTENTS, etc. 

• For subheads, use . . . 

i. Either headline style (see Turabian, 4.6-8), capitalizing the initial 

letter of the first and last words and of all other words except 

articles, prepositions, and coordinate conjunctions: 

Economic Effects of War on Women 

and Children “What It Is All About”; 

ii. Or sentence style (see Turabian, 4.9) capitalizing only the initial 

letter of the subhead and of any nouns or proper adjectives: 

The triumph of Achilles 

Seeing and selling America, 1945-55. 

5. Punctuation  

a. The comma and period always appear inside quotation marks; the colon 

and semicolon are always outside. A question mark or exclamation point 

will be inside the quotation marks when this punctuation is a part of the 

quotation, but outside if not a part of the quotation. For example:  The man 

asked, "Are you a Christian?"  Did you say, "I am a Christian"? 

b. A comma will appear before the concluding "and," "or," or "nor" in a 

series. For example: "Red, blue, and yellow were the colors selected." 

When the entire series is connected by and, commas are not used: Red and 

blue and yellow. 

c. Compound words formed to indicate ages are hyphenated. Examples: a 

four-year- old. Two and three-year-old boys. 
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d. Brackets are preferred to mark editorial insertions in quoted material. 
Example: "And straightway he [Paul] preached Christ." 

6. Foreign Words  

All foreign words and phrases are italicized, including transliterations. The 

exception to this rule are foreign words that have been anglicized (e.g., 

rendezvous); foreign words written in a different alphabet than English (i.e., 

Greek, Hebrew, etc.); a quotation directly from a foreign source with 

enclosed quotation marks or blocked; and all titles that are typed as seen. 

7. Ellipses 

a. Ellipses is used when a large amount of quoted material is deleted. 

Ellipses do not occur at the beginning or end of the quotation unless the 

section quoted begins or ends a textual sentence. For example, compare 

the following quotations using ellipses with Zechariah 10:1-3 from the 

NIV: 

". . . it is the Lord who makes the storm clouds. He gives showers of rain to men, and 

plants of the field to everyone" (1:1). 

"Ask the Lord for rain in the springtime . . . " (1:1). 

b. The following examples designate the ending of a text within a 

sentence and the start of another sentence: 

Ask the Lord for rain in the springtime; it is the Lord who makes the storm clouds. he 

gives showers of rain to men . . . . The idols speak deceit. Diviners see visions that lie, 

they tell dreams that are false. They give comfort in vain. Therefore the people wander 

like sheep oppressed for lack of a shepherd. My anger burns against the shepherds . . . 

for the Lord Almighty will care for his flock . . . " (1:1-3). 

8. General Scholarly Abbreviations  

a. General abbreviations such as etc., e.g., and i.e. should be confined to 

parenthetical references within the text. The abbreviations ibid., cf., and 

s. v. are preferably used only in notes and other scholarly apparatus.  

b. An abbreviation begins with a capital when it is the first word of a 

note and whenever the usual rules for capitalization apply.  

c. The word sic is italicized or underlined, but not most other Latin words 

or abbreviations commonly used in footnotes, bibliographies, tabular 

matter, and so on (Turabian, 2.25; cf., 2.26; also 5.36). 

d. The following abbreviations and Latin words are commonly used in 

scholarly text. Add s for the plural unless otherwise shown.  
 

ed. editor; edition; edited by 

ibid., ibidem, in the same place 

trans. translator; translated by 

v. verse (plural, vv.) 

vol. volume 

vs. versus, against (v. in law references) 

ch. chapter (in law references) 
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9.) Footnote Samples 

• Book: 

o (Full Footnote): James B. Pritchard, ed., Ancient Near Eastern Texts 

Relating to the Old Testament (3d ed.; Princeton: Princeton University 

Press, 1969), xxi. 
o (When Repeated): Pritchard, Ancient Near Eastern Texts, 67. 

• Journal Article: 

o (Full Footnote): Roger Aus, “Paul’s Travel Plans to Spain and the ‘Full 

Number of the Gentiles’ of Rom XI 25,” Nov T 21 (1979): 251. 
o (When Repeated): Aus, “Paul’s Travel Plans,” 252. 

• Dictionary: 

o ( Full Footnote): John Dominic Crossan, “Parables,” ABD 5:146-52. 
o (When Repeated): Crossan, “Parables” 5:146-52. 

• Commentary: 

o (Full Footnote): Mitchell Dahood, Psalms (3 vols.; AB 16–17A: Garden 

City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1965–1970), 3:127. 
o (When Repeated): Dahood, Psalms, 2:121. 

10.) Bibliography Sample 

• Book: 

o Pritchard, James B., ed. Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old 

Testament. 3d ed. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969. 
• Journal Article: 

o Aus, Roger. “Paul’s Travel Plans to Spain and the ‘Full Number of the 

Gentiles’ of Rom XI 25.” Novum Testamentum    21 (1979): 251–52. 

• Dictionary: 

o Crossan, John Dominic. “Parables.” Pages 146-52 in vol. 5 of The Anchor 

Bible Dictionary. Edited by David Noel Freedman. 6 vols. New York: 

Doubleday, 1992. 
o Commentary: 

o Dahood, Mitchell. Psalms. 3 vols. Anchor Bible 16-17A. Garden City: 

Doubleday, 1965-1970. 
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V. Turabian/SBL Template: 

 

 

 

 

 

Assignment Title (6 Spaces Down) 

 

 

 

Name (4 More Spaces Down from) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Course Number & Abbreviation: Full Course Name 

Professor Name 

Month Day, Year 
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The content of your essay will begin on page two after the title page. Last name and the 

page number must be included on the top right-hand corner of the paper. This can be done 

through Microsoft Word (Select “insert”, then “page numbers”). There is no page number on the 

title page. Further detail on formatting your essay can be found in the SBL style guidlines 

available in the library.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
1 Footnotes are 10 point font, Times New Roman, double spaced in between each other, and are indented 

on the first line of the footnote.  
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Bibliography 

To see how to format your bibliography, look at the samples above. Remember that each 

individual source you use must be recorded in your bibliography. Additionally, in the 

bibliography, the first line of the source is out, and the remaining lines are indented.  


